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Gain Wisdom, Protection, and Healing Through the Power of Auras!Now in Paperback! 2nd edition new content added at no additional charge.Have you ever wondered about auras? Do you know
how to detect them? Would you like to be able to gain insight into people by reading their auras? If
so, then Auras is the book for you! Auras is available for Download Now.Are you curious about
auras? Would you like to know:How Auras Have Been Depicted and Studied Since Ancient
Times?The Benefits and Significance of AurasThe Meanings of Aura ColorsHow to Detect Auras in
OthersHow to Cleanse and Protect Your AuraYou'll even learn the relation of auras and their colors
to chakras and healing!Download Auras Now for Instant Reading by Scrolling Up and Clicking the
Buy ButtonHeal yourself and others, gain wisdom and insight, and explore the colorful world of aura
visualization!
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In this book youâ€™ll find very basic concepts like the definition and colors of auras and youâ€™ll
also understand some advanced techniques so perceive and develop your aura. Sincerely I enjoyed

this book, itâ€™s full of really interesting information and lots of activities and tips to understand and
developed from the most basic concept about auras to the most abstract one, all by yourself.
Recommended reading to psychic enthusiasts.

Am not a person with a developed sixth sense or that kind of sensitivity to detect anything beyond
natural, but I have thoroughly enjoyedâ€‹ reading through this book about auras. It explained clearly
how to observe auras and how helpful it can be to understand the other person's state of being.
Though it requires a lot of practice and patience to master reading auras, it is relatively easy to learn
and anyone can do it. The chapter on how to cleanse your aura was of particular interest to me and
I appreciate the insights on how to strengthen your aura. It was really helpful.

An interesting subject, and the first time I've ever read a book on the topic. This book teaches you
how to see auras. It's not an overnight process, as the book says, but something that will take
regular training on your part. Now after having read this, I find myself analyzing people, mostly while
standing in lines, sitting in coffee shops, or riding the the train to and home from work. Though, it's
difficult to hold focus in those settings, and I've yet to see actual colors, I feel that I'm feeling some
energy surrounding these people. Like I'm reading them. Perhaps I was just oblivious to my
surrounding before, which I believe is safe to say, but there's something to this. I'll keep trying. This
could be life changing.

Yes, I have always wondered about the thing called auras and how they go about or how to know
that I have them. I have read several books about it, but then it seems incomplete as I still don't
know what it is all about. The difference with this book is that it has given a lot of useful topics that
added to my total comprehension. Among those that captured my 100% interest are those that
discussed the perks and significance of Auras, the one that explained the meaning of the aura
colors, and knowing how to detect auras in other people. This book has been worth the grab.

I like this book as a beginner. It can help in developing the peripheral vision and understanding the
auras of other people. There is a section in which meaning of different colors of Auras are
explained. I particularly loved to read it. An interesting explanation on Auras and what they are, why
we don't see them, how one can train to see them and what is gained by that. Interesting read.

This book was recommended to me when I first started working with meditation, visualization, and

reiki. This is one of the best books I've found on Auras. It doesn't focus on all the obscure Ayurvedic
framework. It is definitely from a "new age" perspective, but is a great conduit for creativity,
cleansing and karmic boundary setting. It is a wonderfully easy way to wrap your head around the
concepts regarding your energetic body. A fantastic way to learn how to get rid of stress!

I took this book because i wanna improve my inner self in order to overcome problem that certainly
only myself can help and this book really did amaze me because i never thought that learning Aura
could help not only develop my inner self but also helps me understand what people are and how
they mean to me! Great book indeed!

interesting read! Never knew about these powers of auras! Knowing these gives you great
advantage in life and glad this is the book I got. I was able to understand it in one read. It was
explained carefully and clearly for those who hasn't heard of auras before. I actually have no idea
about it before but this book introduced it to me pretty well. I enjoyed it! 5 stars for this book by
Crystal Muss. Will get more of her books soon :)
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